
More Experimental Design! 
 

1.  More Terms!  Yay 

We’ve already seen the essential of experimental design: direct control, blocking, 

randomization (is that random assignment or random selection?), and replication.  We 

also added control groups and completely randomized vs matched pair designs. 

 Here are some more terms to learn!  The following terms refer to things that are 

often done in medical studies. 

 

Placebo:  When one of the experimental groups you randomly assign to appears to be 

identical to another treatment group (in appearance, taste, feel, etc.), but it actually 

contains no active ingredients.  It’s like a secret control group. 

 

Example:  You want to know if an herbal supplement makes people feel better 

emotionally.  So you give one treatment group a pill that looks exactly like the 

supplement, but is actually a sugar pill. 

 

Why would you do this? 

Because sometimes people feel better just because they’re getting a pill!  They think 

someone is looking after them.  The mind is strong!  It can affect results all on its own 

that you might not expect. 

 

Single-Blind:  When the subjects don’t know which treatment they are receiving, but the 

people measuring the results do (like a nurse, say). 

 

Double-Blind:  When neither the subjects nor the person measuring the results knows 

which treatment a subject is receiving.  (but the experimenter knows!!) 

 

Example:  You want to know if a new injected drug will improve liver function in people 

with liver failure.  You don’t tell the patient if they are receiving the new drug, nor will 

you tell the nurse administering the injection which they are receiving. 

 

Why would you do this?   

The nurse might not do as good a job if they knew the subject wasn’t receiving the actual 

drug.  Or it might affect how the nurse interacts with the patient and create a bias. 

 

2.  Some More Notes ♪ 

Note one:  It is not possible to blind some studies!  If you are giving people monster truck 

tires to compare to regular tires, they’re going to know which treatment they are in! 

 

Note two:  Volunteers are used in experiments all of the time.  It doesn’t mean you can’t 

determine cause-and-effect.  It DOES mean that you can’t generalize to the population, 

because the volunteers aren’t a random sample. 

 

Note three:  Not every experiment needs a control group!  If you are comparing an old 

drug and a new drug, no control group is necessary.  If instead you are comparing a new 

drug to nothing, then you need a control group. 

 

Note four:  We are now done with experimental design.  Boo hoo.  On to Chapter 3! 


